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ABSTRACT

With the rise of the complexity of the IEEE 802.11 standard, rate adaptation algorithms have to deal with a large set of values for all the different parameters which impact the network throughput. Simple trial-and-error algorithms can no longer explore solution space in reasonable time and smart solutions are required. Most of the WiFi controllers rely on proprietary code and the used rate adaptation algorithms in these controllers are unknown. Very few WiFi controllers provide their rate adaptation algorithms when they do not rely on the Minstrel-HT algorithm, which is implemented in the Linux kernel. Intel WiFi controllers come with their own rate adaptation algorithms that are implemented in the Intel IwlWiFi Linux Driver which is open-source.

In this paper, we have reverse-engineered the Intel rate adaptation mechanism from the source code of the IwlWiFi Linux driver, and we give, in a comprehensive form, the underlying rate adaptation algorithm named Iwl-Mvm-Rs. We describe the different mechanisms used to seek the best throughput adapted to the network conditions. We have also implemented the Iwl-Mvm-Rs algorithm in the ns-3 simulator. Thanks to this implementation, we can evaluate the performance of Iwl-Mvm-Rs in different scenarios (static and with mobility, with and without fast fading). We also compare the performances of Iwl-Mvm-Rs with the ones of Minstrel-HT and IdealWiFi, also implemented in the ns-3 simulator.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the requirements of the IEEE 802.11 standard (also known as the WiFi technology) is the ability to handle portable and mobile stations, required in applications such as mobile Adaptation Algorithm. In the for delay and these performances have an impact on the communica-
cation quality. However, the rate adaptation algorithms used by Intel and their performance. This absence of rate adaptation is surprising for several reasons. Rate adaptation plays an important part in 802.11 performances, such as throughput or delay and these performances have an impact on the communication quality. Intel WiFi controllers are common, as they are used in many laptops, but also in more exotic devices, such as the Intel Aero Ready-To-Fly UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). The mobility capabilities of these devices lead to greater dynamics in radio conditions, and therefore introduce a need for a suitable and efficient rate adaptation algorithm.

In this paper, we study a rate adaptation algorithm used in real WiFi products. Our main contributions are the following:
We present the RAA used in recent Intel hardware wireless network interface controllers (WNIC), IWL-MVM-Rs, which has been reversed-engineered from the Intel IWLWiFi Linux driver source code. This is the first study that gives and explains the rate adaptation algorithm used by Intel in a comprehensive form.

We compare and analyze the performances of the IWL-MVM-Rs, IdealWiFi and Minstrel-Ht RAAs with regard to the mobility of stations using simulation. In particular, we show that IWL-MVM-Rs is better at dealing with mobility, in the tested scenarios, than the other two algorithms. We use the network simulator ns-3 because this is the most up-to-date simulator concerning the WiFi technology and because several RAAs are already implemented in NS-3.

We provide an open source implementation of the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm in the network simulator NS-3.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the main new features that have been introduced in the IEEE 802.11n and 802.11ac versions and that are used in the rate adaptation algorithms under study in this paper. A brief state-of-the-art on RAAs for WiFi networks is also provided. In Section 3 we describe the rate adaptation algorithm IWL-MVM-Rs we have reverse-engineered from the Intel IWLWiFi Linux Driver source code. We give a short description on the implementation of this algorithm in the ns-3 simulator. Then, in Section 4, we compare, by simulation the performance of IWL-MVM-Rs with two other algorithms. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 WiFi Networks

Most of the current WiFi products use the IEEE 802.11n and 802.11ac standards[1]. Several new approaches have been introduced to improve performances compared to the first IEEE 802.11 modes. At the physical layer, stations can be equipped with multiple antennas and MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) is used to increase transmission rates and reliability by transmitting multiple spatial streams simultaneously and by exploiting the spatial diversity. The maximum coding rate is increased from 3/4 to 5/6 and a short guard interval of 400 ns is introduced to improve spectral efficiency. In addition, it is possible to aggregate several channels in order to transmit on larger channel width. 802.11n offers the possibility to aggregate several channels carried within a single data MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU), A-MPDU (Aggregate MAC Protocol Data Unit) aggregates several MPDUs carried within a single physical layer convergence procedure service data unit (PSDU). While not changing the physical transmission rate, these schemes allow for less overhead and therefore higher throughputs.

2.2 Rate Adaptation Algorithms

WiFi offers a large range of transmission parameters. Taking into account guard interval duration, channel bandwidth, MCS index and the number of spatial streams, 802.11ac supports 312 different transmission combinations resulting in 122 different rates, while 802.11n supports 130 combinations and 70 transmissions rates.

The problem of rate adaptation for WiFi networks has been studied for two decades, since the IEEE 802.11a/b amendments that introduce multiple transmission rates. For 802.11n/ac standards, various solutions have been proposed in the literature[3, 5, 9–11]. Among the recent works on the subject, one can note the works in [8, 12]. The solution described in [8] is one of the first solutions to consider the mobility and its impact on the transmission rate adaptation. The solution is based on an adaptive learning mechanism. Even if this solution shows promising results, it is not yet implemented in WiFi interfaces.

3 THE INTEL RATE ADAPTATION ALGORITHM

Intel wireless chips use the IWLWiFi driver. It comes with its own rate adaptation algorithms: IWL-Agn-Rs and IWL-MVM-Rs, the former being un-maintained, and limited to 802.11n hardware, while the latter is being used with 802.11ac compatible MVM hardware. Therefore, we focus our study on the algorithm IWL-MVM-Rs. As far as we know, there is no study that describes this algorithm and its performances. Only the code is open. To come with a comprehensive algorithm, we have reverse-engineered the code provided by Intel [2]. The IWLWiFi driver has approximately 72,000 source lines of code, 40% of which are used by the Mvm hardware. The RAA is located in the rs.c file which has approximately 3200 source lines of code. In the following subsection, we provide a description of the Iwl-Mvm-Rs algorithm.

3.1 Algorithm Description

IWL-MVM-Rs takes care of managing the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) index, but also whether to transmit in a legacy mode (802.11a or 802.11g) or in a non-legacy mode (802.11n or 802.11ac) in a SISO or MIMO way. It chooses which antenna or subset of antennas to transmit with, and whether a Short Guard Interval (Sgi) or a Long Guard Interval (Lgi) is used. It also decides when to enable frame aggregation, and can do transmission power control under certain conditions, but this has not been studied in this paper.

IWL-MVM-Rs has two main components: MCS Scaling and Column Scaling. MCS Scaling tries to maximize the throughput by only changing the MCS, while Column Scaling tries to find a better column, which is a combination of mode (legacy, SISO, MIMO), guard interval, and antenna configuration parameters. The algorithm starts with the lowest transmission rate, which has the best reliability, and interleaves MCS Scaling phases and Column Scaling phases.

For 802.11n, the MCS index is used to encode the number of spatial streams, but we use it here as defined by the 802.11ac standard.

Even if the MCS concept does not exist until 802.11n, this term is used as a handy shortcut to refer to both MCS and data rates.
The MCS scaling algorithm can take one of the following decisions: lowering the MCS index, raising the MCS index, or keep using the current MCS index. The decision is made in a deterministic manner, according to the maximum theoretical throughput and the measured throughput of adjacent MCS indexes as well as the measured throughput of the current MCS. It therefore prevents from switching to a MCS implying a theoretical throughput lower than the current measured throughput, or to a MCS whose measured throughput is worse than the current one, for example.

The theoretical throughput is hardcoded into tables for each mode (legacy, SISO, MIMO), each MCS index, and for the four possible guard interval and aggregation parameters (SGi, LGi, SGi+AGG, LGi+AGG). The measured throughput for each MCS index is computed by multiplying the success ratio of up to the last 62 frame transmissions at this MCS with the theoretical throughput when using this MCS. At least 8 successful transmissions or 3 failed transmissions are required to compute the success ratio: no decisions are taken until these thresholds are met. The decisions are the following:

1. if the success ratio is too small (< 15%) or the measured throughput is zero, decrease the MCS index;
2. else:
   a. if the measured throughputs with the lower and higher adjacent MCS indexes are unknown,
   b. or the measured throughput with the lower adjacent MCS index is worse and the measured throughput with the higher adjacent MCS index is unknown,
   c. or the measured throughput with the higher adjacent MCS index is better, increase the MCS index;
3. else, if the measured throughputs with the lower and higher adjacent MCS indexes are worse, maintain the MCS index;
4. else, if the success ratio is lower than 85% and the lower adjacent MCS index throughput can theoretically beat the current measured throughput, and:
   a. if the measured throughput with the lower adjacent MCS index is better;
   b. or the measured throughput with the lower adjacent MCS index is unknown,
   decrease the MCS index;
5. else, maintain the MCS index.

Column Scaling. Each column has a set of "next columns" that the driver will try if they can theoretically beat the current measured throughput (by looking at the maximum theoretical throughput of the columns), and if they have not been already tested during the search cycle. When trying a new column, if the measured throughput in this column is better than the throughput in the previous one, the RAA keeps using it. Otherwise the column is marked and the RAA reverts back to the old column, into the MCS scaling phase.

The initial starting index in the new column is chosen according to the success ratio: if it is high enough (more than 85%), the smaller MCS index whose theoretical throughput is higher than the current theoretical throughput is chosen. Otherwise, the smaller MCS index whose theoretical throughput is higher than the current measured throughput is chosen. After a column switch, the measured throughput of the previous column are dropped.

New Search Cycle. After the end of a search cycle, the algorithm does MCS Scaling until the start of a new search cycle. This start is triggered when:

1. too many frames have failed (160 in legacy, 400 otherwise) since the beginning of the previous cycle;
2. too many frames have succeeded (400 in legacy, 4500 otherwise) since the beginning of the previous cycle;
3. too much time has been spent after the end of the previous search cycle. The maximum time between two consecutive cycles is set to 5 seconds.

Aggregation. A-MSDU is disabled in non-legacy mode when the MCS index is smaller than 5 (corresponding to a modulation type of 16-QAM, QPSK or BPSK), or when the MCS index is decreased. A-MPDU is enabled on a per-hardware queue basis, depending on the traffic identifier of the data.

Retry Chain. Frames are re-transmitted up to 15 times. The first re-transmission uses the same transmissions parameters, the next
4 re-transmissions use the lower two MCS indexes in the same column, and the ones after change the used column and use decreasing MCS indexes and alternating antennas.

Bandwidth. The RAA uses the maximum bandwidth supported by the standard it uses and by the STA it communicates with. For legacy rates, it therefore uses 20MHz, but it may use 40MHz, 80MHz or 160MHz for non-legacy rates.

3.2 Simulation and Validation

In order to study the Iwl-Mvm-Rs algorithm and evaluate its performance in various scenarios, we have implemented it in the ns-3 simulator. The source code is available in [7].

ns-3 code. The algorithm has been implemented as a VHT (Very High Throughput) low-latency WifiManager in ns-3. As the language used to implement the manager algorithms in ns-3 is C++, one could have blindly translated the rate adaptation algorithm of the driver code from C to C++ and simulate the behaviour of Iwl-Mvm-Rs. Still, many parts of the driver code have only housekeeping functions for the underlying hardware, such as catching unexpected bugs or re-synchronizing the state of the rate adaptation algorithm (that runs in the CPU) with the state of the hardware (the WNIC). As these behaviours should not happen in a simulator, the RAA in the simulator has been re-implemented using the skeleton of the RAA in the Intel driver, but is not a one-to-one correspondence. The number of source lines of code of the simulated RAA is thus cut by two-thirds with regards to the driver code.

The simulation covers most of the algorithm but ignores some part of the original RAA for the sake of simplicity. First, it blindly enables A-MPDU aggregation when possible, as we assume no real-time traffic will be sent. Then, the retry chain does not use decreasing transmission rates but instead uses the current transmission rate. As re-transmissions of lost MPDUs in a A-MPDU frame are not made using this retry chain because missing MPDUs are resent as a part of the next A-MPDU, and as the first re-transmission rate used in the retry chain is the original transmission rate, we believe this simplification introduces no major changes in the results of our simulations.

Validation. In order to validate the behaviour of the simulated code, we have compared the decisions of the rate adaptation algorithm with the decisions of a real piece of hardware, the Intel Corporation Wireless 8260 WNIC, in different situations. To get an easy access to the decisions made by the RAA on a Linux system, one can load the IwlWifi Linux kernel module with the option ’debug=0x00100000’, which enables debug messages about the rate adaptation process inside the kernel log (accessible using the ’dmesg’ command). Multiple patterns observed over-the-air are correctly reproduced in the simulator, but these results are not presented here due to space constraints.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND MOBILITY

We use the network simulator ns-3 (version 3.29) to evaluate and compare the performances of IWL-MVM-RS with the Minstrel-HT and IdealWiFi algorithms. We choose Minstrel-HT because it is implemented in the mac80211 kernel component. Minstrel-HT and IdealWiFi algorithms are also the only algorithms implemented in the simulator supporting VHT, that is to say 802.11ac. There exists a third rate adaptation algorithm in ns-3 supporting VHT, ConstantRate, which is of limited interest as it uses static transmission parameters and therefore does not perform any rate adaptation. The ns-3 IdealWiFi manager transmits the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of each frame using a perfect out-of-band mechanism, to the emitter. The latter then chooses transmission parameters maximizing throughput and maintaining the bit error rate (BER) below 10^{-5}. To measure the adaptability and the responsiveness of these algorithms, we design two simulation scenarios involving node mobility or sudden changes in the communication channel characteristics, as well as a scenario where the transmission conditions do not change, acting as a baseline simulation. All of the devices use 2 antennas supporting 2 spatial streams in transmission and reception (so-called “2x2:2” devices) using a 20MHz bandwidth and the channel 45 (5210MHz).

Simulations #1 and #2 involve two stations (STA), both running the same RAA, one acting as UDP traffic generator and the other one acting as a sink, and the simulation #3 introduces a relay STA. At t = 1s, the traffic generator sends UDP datagrams of size 1420 bytes to the sink, until the end of the simulation, either at the specified data rate, either in saturation.

4.1 Scenario #1 - Fixed distance

In this scenario, the two STAs are static and are separated by a fixed distance. Simulations last 30 seconds and each result is the mean of 5 simulations. The distance is increased with a step of 1m. The simulation uses the log-distance path loss model, described in Equation (1), which models the path loss PL as a function of the distance d and of γ, an environment-dependent constant called the loss exponent, and the power P0 at distance d = d0.

\[ PL(d) = P_0 + 10\gamma \log_{10}(\frac{d}{d_0}) \]  

(1)

We optionally add a Nakagami-m fast fading loss model to account for the changes in power due to the presence of multiple paths. The expression of the added loss, denoted Pn, at distance d and when incoming power is equal to P is given in Equation (2).

\[ P_n(d, P) = X(m, P/m) \]  

(2)

with X a realization of the Erlang random variable whose density function is:

\[ f(x; k, \mu) = \frac{x^{k-1} e^{-x/\mu}}{\mu^k (k-1)!} \]  

for x, \mu \geq 0

The parameter m is chosen to be 1.5 for distances smaller than 80m and 0.75 for distances bigger than 80m, which are the default parameters used in the ns-3 model.

The mean throughput (measured at the application level of the sink) with regards to distance is depicted on Figure 2, without fast-fading (on top) and with fast-fading (bottom). Without fast-fading, as no time-varying fading is present, the reception power of the frames remains constant during each simulation. While Minstrel-HT and IWL-MVM-RS have overall comparable performances, IdealWiFi performs significantly worse at distance larger than 15 meters.
Figure 2: Scenario 1. Throughput as a function of the distance between the source and the sink in the first scenario, without fast-fading (top) and with fast-fading (bottom). Shaded regions represent the standard deviation.

because it does not use transmission rates that would result in a BER bigger than $10^{-5}$. By doing so, it does not use transmission parameters that would result in a better throughput. With Nakagami-\(m\) fading, overall, Minstrel-HT performs best, and IWL-MVM-Rs performs worst. For example, at distance \(d = 45\)m, throughput is divided by a factor 2.2 for IWL-MVM-Rs compared to the case without fast-fading, while it is only divided by a factor 1.7 for Minstrel-HT and a factor 1.1 for IdealWifi.

We now comment on the reasons behind the loss of throughput for the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm. The Nakagami-\(m\) fading is a time varying fading. It means that the reception power for each frame may vary a lot while the position or the mobility of the STAs remains the same, with periods of destructive fading and constructive fading. Looking at the transmission rates used by IWL-MVM-Rs, we can observe that overall, the average transmission rate of IWL-MVM-Rs is lower than the ones of Minstrel-HT and IdealWifi. The reasons behind this behaviour are present in the two phases of the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm, the MCS scaling phase and the Column scaling phase. First, in the MCS scaling phase, the algorithm will make its decisions based on at least 3 failed transmissions or 8 successful transmissions. The randomness introduced by the fading may result, locally, in bad performances when these decisions are made, leading the algorithm to stop its exploration and choose a smaller transmission rate instead of climbing the MCS ladder and finding a transmission rate that would result in a better throughput over the long term. At the heart of this behaviour is the asymmetry between the number of failed transmissions and the number of successful transmissions needed to take a decision, as well as the low number of frames required to take a decision. A bigger test window would result in more robust estimations of the potential throughput associated with a given MCS. Then, in the column scaling phase, only a single MCS (corresponding to the smaller MCS index whose theoretical throughput is higher than the current theoretical throughput or the current measured throughput, depending on the success ratio) is tested to decide whether a more in-depth exploration (i.e. a MCS scaling phase) should be done in the tested column. As previously, this single test can be very short and coincide with a period of destructive fading, resulting in the whole column being wrongly marked as unsuitable.

Figure 3 confirms the results from Figure 2. It represents, for each manager, the distribution on the transmission rates used by the source to send its frames when the distance between the source and the destination is 45m. Without fading, IdealWifi use a lower transmission rate for a large number of frames compared to IWL-MVM-Rs and Minstrel-HT. These latter two mainly use the same transmission rate, but IWL-MVM-Rs sends more frames and sometimes use a higher transmission rate. Table 1 gives the associated mean transmission rate and the success ratio. It shows that without fading IWL-MVM-Rs achieves a good trade-off between the mean transmission rate and the success ratio, leading to the highest throughput with this distance. Conversely, Figure 3 shows that, with fading, IWL-MVM-Rs mainly uses smaller transmission rates than the other solutions. Minstrel-HT uses the higher transmission rates for most of the sent frames and thus has the higher mean transmission rate. Table 1 shows that the transmission rates used by Minstrel-HT also lead to frames losses since its achieved success ratio is around 71%. However the trade-off achieved by this manager is good enough to transmit data with the highest throughput.

Table 1: Scenario 1. Mean transmission rate and success ratio for a distance of 45m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Without fading</th>
<th>With fading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean transmission rate (Mb/s)</td>
<td>Success ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWL-MVM-Rs</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minstrel-HT</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>98.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IdealWifi</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Scenario #2 - Circular Alternating Walls Shadowing

In this scenario, the source moves in circle around the static sink, at constant speed. The overall distance \(d_s = 30m\) between the two STAs does not change during the simulation, but walls are present at distance \(d_w = 15m\) for angles \(\theta\) ranging in \([\pi/4; \pi/2],\)
Figure 3: Scenario 1. Distribution of the used transmission rates for the frame sent by the source, without or with fading and for a distance of 45m. Top to bottom: Iwl-Mvm-Rs, Minstrel-Ht, IdealWifi.

Figure 4: Scenario 2. Top view of the “Circular Alternating Walls” simulation. Walls create shadows leading to sudden changes in the channel between the source and the sink.

$\left[\frac{3\pi}{4}; \pi\right]$, $\left[-\frac{3\pi}{4}; -\pi/2\right]$ and $\left[-\pi/4; 0\right]$, as shown on Figure 4. In the “shadows” of the walls, a fixed loss of 5 dBm is added to account for the presence of an obstacle. A log-distance path loss model is used, as well as an optional fast Nakagami-$m$ fading. Each simulation lasts five laps and each result is the mean of 5 simulations.

A perfect rate adaptation algorithm would detect the presence of a wall between the source and the sink without having to send a frame and would change its transmission parameters as soon as needed to counteract the loss induced by shadowing. A slightly less perfect RAA can detect the presence of a wall by detecting changes in its inputs, for example the RSSI, and acts upon these changes to use the best transmission parameters. This is the approach used by IdealWifi, based on the SNR computed at the destination, but this approach is not used in practice for two main reasons. First, it’s not realistic to have a perfect out-of-band mechanism for the receiver to send the SNR to the transmitter. Second, it’s not always useful to react upon every change in the channel. Indeed, if we consider an hypothetical channel that perfectly transmits one frame out of two and attenuates the other one, then a simple reactive algorithm such as IdealWifi will fail to achieve good performances. As the channel alternates between good and bad transmission conditions and as the RAA uses the previous state of the channel (i.e. an history of 1 frame) to decide which transmission parameters it will use for the next frame, frames with a high transmission rate will be transmitted when the channel is bad, resulting in losses, and frames with low transmission rates will be transmitted when the channel is good, leading to a successful delivery but a loss in throughput. To avoid these pitfalls, real-world RAA’s use an history of frame transmission successes and losses and average over this history,
Figure 6: Scenario 2. Evolution of the throughput with regards to the speed and the throughput of the source. Left: without fading, Right: with Nakagami-\(m\) fading. The vertical bars represent the standard deviation.

Figure 7: Scenario 3. Evolution of the end-to-end throughput with regards to the relay position. The source is located at \(d=0\)m and the sink is located at \(d=130\)m.

4.3 Scenario #3 - Two-hop Flow with Relay

In this scenario, one considers three static STAs communicating in a two-hop fashion. The source sends packets to the sink, packets which are forwarded by the relay. The source is positioned at \(x = 0\)m and the sink is positioned at \(x = 130\)m, while the relay position changes depending on the scenario. As in the fixed distance scenario (Scenario 1), the source saturates its communication link with UDP datagrams at \(t = 1\)s until the end of the simulation that lasts 30s. The results in terms of throughput (measured at the application level of the sink) depending on the position of the relay are displayed on Figure 7. We observe a central symmetry in the throughput results, centered on \(x = 65\)m, which is expected due to the topology of the simulation. When the relay is far from one of the endpoint (source or sink), then the obtained throughput is low since one of the links is of bad quality. As a result, the sink throughput is capped by the throughput of the low quality link.

With all three RAAs, we get the best performance when the relay is not equidistant from the source and the sink. This is explained by threshold effects, as the quality of the channel does not change linearly with the distance, leading to a higher mean channel quality between the source, the relay and the sink at distance 72m than at 65m. The fact that the IdealWiFi manager exhibits this behaviour, while solely basing its decisions on SNR, is another argument for this explanation. In Table 2, one compares the mean transmission rate and the success ratio for the source-relay and the relay-sink links, for the two links, when the relay is located at 65m and 82m from the source.
Table 2: Scenario 3. Mean transmission rate and success ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>$d = 65$</th>
<th>$d = 82$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean transmission rate (Mb/s)</td>
<td>Success ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWL-MVM-Rs</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source - relay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINSTREL-HT</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>92.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source - relay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One observes that when the distance between the source and the relay is 82m, the transmission rate and the success ratio are similar to the ones obtained when the distance is 65m. However, the second link has a better quality which results in higher transmission rates. This increase of transmission rate has also an impact on the medium occupancy. Indeed, even if the number of sent frames on the second link is higher with a distance of 82m than with 65m, the radio medium is less used by the relay when $d = 82$. This results in more radio accesses for the source that can send more frames when $d = 82$ compared to $d = 65$ although the radio conditions are similar on the first link. For instance, the source with IWL-MVM-Rs sends 61900 frames when $d = 82$ whereas it sends 53535 frames when $d = 65$. As a result, the end-to-end throughput at the sink is higher when $d = 82$.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the rate adaptation algorithm IWL-MVM-Rs used by Intel WiFi interfaces. To obtain this algorithm, we have retro-engineered the code of the IWLWiFi driver. We have shown that the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm consists of cycles that include two main parts: the MCS scaling algorithm that seeks to maximize the throughput by changing the MCS and the Column scaling that seeks to find a better parameter combination including the mode (legacy, SISO, MIMO), the guard interval and the antenna configuration. We have implemented the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm in the ns-3 simulator. Thanks to this implementation, we have compared the IWL-MVM-Rs algorithm with the MINSTREL-HT and IdealWiFi algorithms provided in NS-3. MINSTREL-HT is also used by real WiFi interfaces. The obtained results on the tested scenarios show that:

- Without fading and node mobility, MINSTREL-HT and IWL-MVM-Rs perform similarly, as the asymmetry in the number of lost frames or frames in success taken into account in the test window are not adapted to high variable radio conditions. Even if the rate adaptation mechanisms are different and do not lead to the same used transmission rates and success ratio, IdealWiFi obtains limited performance due to its conservative and rigid behavior.

- Without fading and with mobility, IWL-MVM-Rs shows good results, compared to MINSTREL-HT and IdealWiFi, specifically when the throughput of the source is high. IWL-MVM-Rs is able to quickly adapt its transmission rate to the change of radio conditions due to the presence of walls contrary to MINSTREL-HT and IdealWiFi.

- With fading and whatever the mobility, the use of IWL-MVM-Rs gives lower performance than with MINSTREL-HT and IdealWiFi. The algorithm has difficulties to deal with the randomness introduced by the fading, due in parts to the small test windows on which it bases its decisions, as well as the asymmetry in the number of lost frames or successful frames needed to make its decisions.
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